
Description
SIM STRUMENTI developed the IN915 inclinometer system to control movement and 
settlements in embankments or foundations.
The mechanical components combined with state of the art electronics, allows 
optimizing the execution of site measurements, without having to manually insert big 
amount of data.
The INCLAB Manager & Processing software supplied as standard with the measuring 
system INCLAB, which automatically detects measurements at the desired distance.
The inclinometer probe consists of two wheel carriers and a central sensor-holder 
part. It can be equipped with one or two mounted sensors placed at 180° from each 
other and. The distance between the trolleys (probe step) is equal to half a meter.
The electric connection cable is equipped with a waterproof connector up to 50 bar. A 
special kevlar core gives the cable an inextensible feature, which guarantees reliability 
and precision while positioning.
The cable is also equipped with stainless steel reference notches every half meter and 
can have a maximum error on the length of ± 5cm / 100m and a stretch, with a load of 
20Kg, less than 0.05% of the nominal length.
SIM STRUMENTI provides, upon request, a test probe that allows test the tube before 
carrying out the measurement, avoiding the risk that the inclinometer probe gets 
stuck inside the tube.
The inclinometer probe is supplied with a strong carrying case, with the appropriate 
space for a possible test probe. Upon request it is available a dragging cable, 
necessary for moving the probe inside the inclinometer tube. If the inclinometer tube 
is not reachable from both sides, it is possible to order a pulley (placed in a watertight 
container) and a protection tube, to be positioned parallel to the inclinometer tube, 
necessary for dragging the probe.

Applications
Monitoring of embankments, etc.

IN915
Horizontal inclinometer
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IN915
Horizontal inclinometer Range ±15, ±30

Supply
Output

±15Vcc
±5V

Technical features

Linearity 0.02% FS
Repeatability
Alignment

0.005%
0.2°

Zero shift in temperature
Temperature sensibility

0.005% FS/°C
0.0005 V/°C

Model IN915-SV-FS*

Software INCLAB Manager and Processing

Inclinometric cable IN910-6022-MM**
Conductors / Shielding / Reinforcement
Square footage

5x0.15 / copper / kevlar braid
Stainless Steel notches every 0.5mt

*FS
**MM

Indicate the range
Indicate the meters

Sensor Servoaccelerometer

Length 690 mm
Probe step
Weight

500 mm
2.8 Kg

Probe accuracy (20mt) 2 mm
Material Stainless Steel

Diameter 26 mm
Operating temperature -10 ÷ +50 °C

Diameter
Weight

Ø6.5 mm
53g / 1mt

Reel weight with 50m cable ~4Kg
Readout unit INCLAB

Test probe IN915-DP01
Accessories

IN915-CR02-MM**Test probe cable (reel included)

IN915-KT02
IN915-KT01

Watertight box with pulley IN915-CRCO
IN915-CRTU

Kit of plugs (2)

Dragging tube
Dragging cable IN915-AC-MM**

Kit of wheels (4), springs (2), pins (4)


